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It has been a privilege to be included in the larger
Michigan Tech community since I taught there in
2000–2002, and in particular to remain connected
to the West Point Foundry Project and to the faculty
and grad students who have dug in Cold Spring. I very
much enjoyed working alongside the field school for
parts of two summers, and have appreciated that they
were interested in having a mere historian around
to assist. I am very pleased to bring together a set of
essays on the West Point Foundry, for not only is it an
important industrial archaeological laboratory, it is
an important place in its own right. The multi-million
dollar grant to Scenic Hudson and the elevation of the
Foundry Preserve and placement of William Kemble’s
house on the National Register of Historic Places confirms that the site and its history are important in the
Hudson Valley and for the country as a whole.
I must thank Pat Martin for entrusting the editing of
this issue of IA. We have brought together a number
of articles to make this one of the largest issues in
recent memory, though it could have been larger still.
The Michigan Tech WPF field school has seen many
dozens of student and volunteer archaeologists pass
through the Foundry Preserve and many tons of dirt
have no doubt been shifted, sifted, and sorted. The
site has hosted more than a dozen open houses, educating Putnam County residents and Hudson Valley
tourists on its importance, demonstrating the methods used in archaeology and in IA, and showing off
the exciting finds from the dig itself. I’d also like to
extend a special thanks to Elizabeth Hartnell (née Norris) for her friendship, collegiality, and like-minded
devotion to the WPF over the last decade. Cold Spring
locals Jan Thatcher and Mark Forlow have provided
assistance, but Elizabeth Schevtchuk Armstrong
above all has provided invaluable advice, guidance,
and information on this project and especially my
own work. We must also thank a fourth-generation
descendant of William Kemble for access to the fam-
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ily papers. We also thank the Putnam History Museum
who were welcoming partners in the field school and
in hosting an exhibit in 2008–2009 on the discoveries
at the foundry, as well as for their courtesy in allowing
us to share a small example of their rich collections in
this work.
Steven A. Walton
Bellefonte, PA
4 January 2012
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